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SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF ~PRESIDENT. KENNEDY, 
NOVEMBER 22, 1963, DALLAS, TEXAS - eg 

Wy? Re Cincinnati teletype to Bureau, WFO, and 1 Dallas 11/27/63, subheading Activities of LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 
U4 

tS Attached fo¢-Bureau is one copy of FD-302 covering 
interview of BA ROOKE, Columbus, Ohio, who furnished 
two color slidés of hort ront of White House taken by 

“ her morning of Saturday, 4/13/63, as she drove by. These 
,two slides are also attached for Bureau which is requested 
to make copies and furnish them to WFO and Dallas with any 
information which can be determined from the signs carried 
by pickets. 

   

   

  

Attached for WFO are two copies of FD-302 and 
it iF for Dallas 25 copies of FD-302. 
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3 2- Dallas (Enc. 29) (AM) : for Bureau, ¢ “g 
Ki “~ 2 - Wo (Enc. 6) (AM) - WFO, and Dallas each is wy \. 
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